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Wright State University Investment Fund

Executive summary – December 31, 2019

Please refer to the important disclosures accompanying your portfolio performance in this 

presentation for information on performance calculations. Alternative, property and private 

assets performance and valuations may be reported on a monthly or quarterly lag.

Summary:

• Fund assets totaled $88,257,409 at December 31, 2019

– Combined Portfolio Returns (net) were: 2.12% for the 

FYTD period and 3.81% for calendar year 2019.

WSU Portfolios Market Values (12/31/19) 

WSU Cash Pool $                         68,005,859

WSU Liquidity Pool $                            9,826,874 

WSU Diversified Pool (Raider) $                            1,548,814 

WSU Private Equity $                            8,875,861 

Total $                         88,257,409 
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Our outlook for 2020: No boom, no bust, no bear

The good news

• U.S. and global economic growth will likely continue in 

2020 at a sluggish pace, with a modest acceleration 

expected by mid-year.

• SEI anticipates further gains in stocks and other risk 

assets, with a total return for U.S. equities in the mid-

to-upper single-digit range.

• International equities have the potential to outperform 

in 2020 owing to low valuations relative to the U.S. 

stock market, an improvement in global growth 

prospects and an expected weakening of the U.S. 

dollar.

• China’s economy should stabilize and improve 

following the trade-war truce with the U.S. and as two 

years’ worth of monetary/fiscal stimulus measures 

gain traction. 

• Value-oriented active managers should see a better 

result in 2020.

The bad news

• Valuations in the U.S. market are back to previous highs 

at a time when expected profits growth is no better than in 

Europe or Japan.

• Monetary policy remains biased toward ease in the U.S. 

and other countries. Although a positive for risk assets, it 

could lead to financial excesses.

• Trade tensions between the U.S. and China may have 

eased, but we believe the strategic relationship has been 

altered for the worse.

• As Brexit becomes a reality, investors will likely focus on 

the year-long transition phase and the future trading 

relationship between the U.K. and the EU.

• Presidential politics could roil equity markets in the U.S. 

and elsewhere.  While there is little clarity regarding which 

Democratic nominee will face Donald Trump, investors 

may grow more skittish over the outcome as Election Day 

nears.
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Once more unto the breach rode the 500

• One year ago, investors were licking their wounds 

following a sharp stock-market correction. The 2018 

fourth-quarter decline featured a near-20% price drop in 

the S&P 500 Index that left most risk-oriented assets 

down for the year. 

• The table measures the subsequent percentage change 

in the S&P 500 Index (price only) over periods of 6 and 

12 months from the few historical times when more than 

90% of the stocks in the index had fallen below their 

200-day moving averages. 

• Prior to December 2018, there were five such episodes 

since 1987. The median price-only advance from these 

prior episodes worked out to 14.0% over six months and 

24.3% over one year. 

• As for the half- and full-year periods that followed the 

2018 episode, our bullish expectations were not 

disappointed: After the S&P 500 Index (price only) first 

breached that 90% threshold on Christmas Eve 2018, it 

soared 28.3% over the subsequent six months and 

37.1% over the full year ending Christmas Eve 2019. 

Index returns are for illustrative purposes only and do not represent actual investment performance. Index returns do not reflect any management fees, transaction 

costs or expenses. Indexes are unmanaged and one cannot invest directly in an index. Past performance does not guarantee future results.

Date of 90% S&P 500 Index Price S&P 500 Index Price 

Threshhold Breach Change 6 Months Later (%) Change 12 Months Later (%)

10/19/1987 14.0 24.3

8/23/1990 18.2 28.4

7/19/2002 3.6 16.6

10/31/2008 -13.8 7.0

8/8/2011 20.8 25.3

Average % Change 8.6 20.3

Median % Change 14.0 24.3

12/24/2018 28.3 37.1

Source: Ned Davis Research, SEI

Average and median calculated for 10/19/1987-8/8/2011 data points.
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Risk assets went boom & Bonds unchained

Russell changes are total return. MSCI changes are net and total return. Index returns are for illustrative purposes only and do not represent actual investment 

performance. Index returns do not reflect any management fees, transaction costs or expenses. Indexes are unmanaged and one cannot invest directly in an 

index. Past performance does not guarantee future results.
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Key expectations

• No boom, no bust, no bear. The U.S. and global economies will likely continue to grow, albeit at a sluggish pace. This 

should keep inflation under control and encourage central banks to continue erring on the side of ease. 

• The U.S. is converging with the rest of the world. Economic and profits growth in the U.S. are declining. Given the 

disparity in stock-market valuations, international markets are expected to outperform U.S. equities.

• China’s economy should stabilize and improve. The U.S.-China trade-war truce and a steady progression of fiscal and 

monetary stimulus measures over the past two years should pay off in 2020. 

• The U.S. dollar should reverse convincingly to the downside. The Fed’s pivot toward an aggressive approach to 

supporting the overnight lending market has the potential to significantly increase the global supply of U.S. dollars.

• The value style should prevail. Value-oriented active managers should see a better result in 2020, driven by a modest 

improvement in global economic growth.

• Less Brexit uncertainty, but a trade deal is needed. We expect rationality to prevail, but a no-deal Brexit remains a 

residual risk. 

• Presidential politics could roil equity markets in the U.S. and elsewhere. We did not say much about the coming U.S. 

presidential election in this report, as there is little clarity at the moment regarding the Democratic nominee.

• The impact of Fed policy is a potential wildcard. While we don’t see it as a likely outcome, the Fed’s dovish stance at a 

time of full employment could cause a “melt-up” in stock prices. 
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Asset Allocation & Performance
As of December 31, 2019
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Important information: asset valuation and portfolio returns

Inception date 6/30/2014. Historical Total Index can be provided upon request.

The Portfolio Return and fund performance numbers are calculated using Gross Fund Performance, using a true time-weighted performance method (prior to

6/30/2012, the Modified Dietz method of calculation was used). Gross Fund Performance reflects the effective performance of the underlying mutual funds that

are selected or recommended by SIMC to implement an institutional client’s investment strategy. Gross Fund Performance does not reflect the impact of fund

level management fees, fund administration or shareholder servicing fees, all of which, if applicable, are used to offset the account level investment management

fees the client pays to SIMC. Gross Fund Performance does reflect certain operational expenses charged by the funds and the reinvestment of dividends and

other earnings. The inclusion of the fund level expenses that the client incurs but that are offset against the client’s account level investment management fees

would reduce the Gross Fund Performance of the mutual funds. For additional information about how performance is calculated, please see your monthly

performance report.

If applicable, alternative, property and private assets performance and valuations may be reported on a monthly or quarterly lag. Alternative, property and private

assets performance is calculated gross of investment management fees and net of administrative expenses and underlying fund expenses. However: Structured

Credit Fund performance is calculated gross of investment management fees and net of administrative expenses; SEI Offshore Opportunity Fund II Ltd. Class A

performance is calculated net of investment management and administrative expenses; and Energy Debt Fund performance is calculated net of management fees,

performance fees, as applicable, and operating expenses.

Net Portfolio Returns since 6/30/12 reflect the deduction of SIMC’s investment management fee and the impact that fee had on the client’s portfolio performance.

Prior to 6/30/12, Net Portfolio Returns deduct a proxy annual fee for all periods to demonstrate the impact that SIMC’s investment management fee had on the

portfolio performance. However, this is a hypothetical calculation, as it does not reflect the actual fees paid by the client during the period. Please see your client

invoice for actual fees paid.
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WSU Investment Fund- Total Combined Portfolio:

Investment returns – December 31, 2019
Total including Private Equity

Total ex-Private Equity
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WSU Investment Fund- Total Combined Portfolio:

Investment returns – December 31, 2019
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WSU Investment Fund:

Private Asset Portfolio Metrics – December 31, 2019



Measure Definition

Investment Name of private equity fund.

Vintage Year
The year in which the fund began making investments. Typically coincides with the year of the investor's first capital  call.

Commitment The total amount the investor commited to the fund.

Funding Capital that has been called by the fund.

Unfunded Commitments less capital calls plus any distributions deemed "recallable" or "recycled".

Percent Funded
Funding divided by the commitment amount; This number may be greater than 100% in the event a manager  

implements a capital recycling process and/or deems distributions recallable.

Cumulative Distributions Capital that has been returned to the investor, including capital that is deemed recallable.

Valuation Date Date of the last reported net asset value.

Reported Valuation Last reported net asset value as of Valuation Date.

Adjusted Valuation The sum of the last reported NAV and all subsequent cash flows through the date of the report.

DPI

(Distributed to Paid-In Capital aka  

Realization Multiple)

Since inception ratio of cumulative distributions to cumulative paid-in capital; useful for measuring cash on cash  

performance.

TVPI

(Total Value to Paid-In Capital  

aka Investment Multiple)

Since inception ratio of cumulative distributions plus the valuation (sometimes referred to as residual valuation) to  

cumulative paid-in; useful for measuring the creation of wealth; results greater than 1 imply gains on the investment  as 

of the stated date.

IRR

(Internal Rate of Return)
Since inception discount rate where the sum of discounted cash flows and the discounted valuation is equal to zero.

Report Generated: 9/4/2019 9:20:16AM

Disclosures
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Important information: asset valuation and portfolio returns

Inception date 6/30/2014. Historical Total Index can be provided upon request.

The Portfolio Return and fund performance numbers are calculated using Gross Fund Performance, using a true time-weighted performance method (prior to

6/30/2012, the Modified Dietz method of calculation was used). Gross Fund Performance reflects the effective performance of the underlying mutual funds that

are selected or recommended by SIMC to implement an institutional client’s investment strategy. Gross Fund Performance does not reflect the impact of fund

level management fees, fund administration or shareholder servicing fees, all of which, if applicable, are used to offset the account level investment management

fees the client pays to SIMC. Gross Fund Performance does reflect certain operational expenses charged by the funds and the reinvestment of dividends and

other earnings. The inclusion of the fund level expenses that the client incurs but that are offset against the client’s account level investment management fees

would reduce the Gross Fund Performance of the mutual funds. For additional information about how performance is calculated, please see your monthly

performance report.

If applicable, alternative, property and private assets performance and valuations may be reported on a monthly or quarterly lag. Alternative, property and private

assets performance is calculated gross of investment management fees and net of administrative expenses and underlying fund expenses. However: Structured

Credit Fund performance is calculated gross of investment management fees and net of administrative expenses; SEI Offshore Opportunity Fund II Ltd. Class A

performance is calculated net of investment management and administrative expenses; and Energy Debt Fund performance is calculated net of management fees,

performance fees, as applicable, and operating expenses.

Net Portfolio Returns since 6/30/12 reflect the deduction of SIMC’s investment management fee and the impact that fee had on the client’s portfolio performance.

Prior to 6/30/12, Net Portfolio Returns deduct a proxy annual fee for all periods to demonstrate the impact that SIMC’s investment management fee had on the

portfolio performance. However, this is a hypothetical calculation, as it does not reflect the actual fees paid by the client during the period. Please see your client

invoice for actual fees paid.

Diversified Pool Liquidity Pool
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WSU Investment Fund- Diversified, Cash, & Liquidity:

Investment returns – December 31, 2019

Diversified Pool*

Cash Pool

Liquidity Pool

* Does not include Private Equity assets
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WSU Investment Fund- Diversified Pool:

Investment returns – December 31, 2019
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WSU Investment Fund- Liquidity Pool:

Investment returns – December 31, 2019
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WSU Investment Fund- Cash Pool:

Investment returns – December 31, 2019
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Important Information
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This presentation is provided by SEI Investments Management Corporation (SIMC), a registered investment adviser and wholly owned subsidiary

of SEI Investments Company. The material included herein is based on the views of SIMC. Statements that are not factual in nature, including

opinions, projections and estimates, assume certain economic conditions and industry developments and constitute only current opinions that are

subject to change without notice. Nothing herein is intended to be a forecast of future events, or a guarantee of future results. This presentation

should not be relied upon by the reader as research or investment advice (unless SIMC has otherwise separately entered into a written agreement

for the provision of investment advice).

There are risks involved with investing including loss of principal. There is no assurance that the objectives of any strategy or fund will be achieved

or will be successful. No investment strategy, including diversification, can protect against market risk or loss. Current and future portfolio

holdings are subject to risk. Past performance does not guarantee future results.

For those SEI products which employ a multi-manager structure, SIMC is responsible for overseeing the sub-advisers and recommending their

hiring, termination, and replacement. References to specific securities, if any, are provided solely to illustrate SIMC’s investment advisory services

and do not constitute an offer or recommendation to buy, sell or hold such securities.

Any presentation of gross mutual fund performance of underlying mutual fund investments or gross account level performance is only intended for

one-on-one presentations with clients and may not be duplicated in any form by any means or redistributed without SIMC’s prior written consent.

Through June 30, 2012, annual performance is calculated based on monthly return streams, geometrically linked. From June 30, 2012 onward,

annual performance is based upon daily return streams, geometrically linked as of the specific month end.

Performance results do not reflect the effect of certain account level advisory fees. The inclusion of such fees would reduce account level

performance, particularly when compounded over a period of years. The following hypothetical illustration shows the compound effect fees have

on investment return: For an account charged 1% with a stated annual return of 10%, the net total return before taxes would be reduced from 10%

to 9%. A ten year investment of $100,000 at 10% would grow to $259,374, and at 9%, to $236,736 before taxes. For a complete description of all

fees and expenses, please refer to SIMC’s Form ADV Part 2A, the investment management agreement between SIMC and each client, and

quarterly client invoices.

Certain economic and market information contained herein has been obtained from published sources prepared by other parties, which in certain

cases have not been updated through the date hereof. While such sources are believed to be reliable, neither SEI nor its affiliates assumes any

responsibility for the accuracy or completeness of such information and such information has not been independently verified by SEI.

Index returns are for illustrative purposes only and do not represent actual fund performance. Index performance returns do not reflect any

management fees, transaction costs, or expenses, which would reduce returns. Indexes are unmanaged and one cannot invest directly in an

index.

Important information: SIMC


